Synergistic Use of GPCR Modeling and SDM Experiments to Understand Ligand Binding.
There is a substantial amount of historical ligand binding data available from site-directed mutagenesis (SDM) studies of many different GPCR subtypes. This information was generated prior to the wave of GPCR crystal structure, in an effort to understand ligand binding with a view to drug discovery. Concerted efforts to determine the atomic structure of GPCRs have proven extremely successful and there are now more than 80 GPCR crystal structure in the PDB database, many of which have been obtained in the presence of receptor ligands and associated G proteins. These structural data enable the generation of computational model structures for all GPCRs, including those for which crystal structures do not yet exist. The power of these models in designing novel ligands, especially those with improved residence times, and for better understanding receptor function can be enhanced tremendously by combining them synergistically with historic SDM ligand binding data. Here, we describe a protocol by which historic SDM binding data and receptor models may be used together to identify novel key residues for mutagenesis studies.